
The Battle of Hastings Answers
1. Complete the following sentence: 

Harold Godwinson was from England and Harald Hardrada was from Norway.

2. What happened on the 6th January? Tick one.

 The Battle of Hastings began.

 Harald Hardrada attacked England.

 Harold Godwinson was crowned.

 William of Normandy landed in England.

3. Where did Harold Godwinson defeat Harald Hardrada? 
Harold Godwinson defeated Harald Hardrada at Stamford Bridge.

4. How long did the march to London take? Tick one.

 eight weeks  ten days

 eight days  eighteen days

5. Explain in your own words what you think an envoy is. 
Pupil’s own response, such as: I think that an envoy is a messenger that is sent 
from the opposing side with a message or an ultimatum for the enemy.

6. Find and copy a word which means tired. 
Accept weary or exhausted.

7. Why do you think Harold ignored the advice to wait before attacking William and  
his army? 
Pupil’s own response, such as: I think that Harold ignored the advice to 
wait because he wanted to try and take them by surprise. William might 
have known that the Saxon’s would be tired after their journey and would 
have expected them to rest. King Harold was also angry with William 
and so probably wanted to defeat him quickly to get rid of him. 

8. What advantages did the Normans have over the Saxons at the start of the battle. Use 
evidence from the text to support your answer. 
Pupil’s own response, such as: The Normans had 15,000 soldiers whereas the Saxons 
had just 5,000. Also, the Saxons had just fought a battle and had marched 300 
kilometres so the Normans would have a lot more energy than the Saxons to fight.
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9. Why do you think it was so important for William to get back on his horse after he fell?  
Explain your answer fully. 
Pupil’s own response, such as: I think it was important for William to get 
back on his horse because if his soldiers, who were probably scared and 
tired, saw their leader fall, they might have thought he was dead. If they 
thought he was dead, they would probably either retreat or surrender.
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